
 Year 10 Geography Learning Programme term 1 

Topic 
 

Objectives/content Classroom activities Recommended home 
learning 

Assessment  

Urban issues and 
challenges 

 
 

The changing 
economic world 

The global pattern of urban change.  
Urban trends in different parts of the 
world including HICs and LICs. 
Factors affecting the rate of urbanisation . 
The emergence of mega-cities. 
A case study of a major city in an LIC or 
NEE to illustrate: 
the location and importance of the city, 
regionally, nationally and internationally 
causes of growth: natural increase and 
migration 
how urban growth has created 
opportunities: 
social: access to services – health, 
education; access to resources -water 
supply, energy 
economic: how urban industrial areas can 
be a stimulus for economic development. 
Challenges of Urban growth. 
Overview of the distribution of population 
and the major cities in the UK. 
A case study of a major city in the UK. 
An example of an urban regeneration 
project.  
Features of sustainable urban living 
Different ways of classifying parts of the 
world according to their level of economic 
development and quality of life. 
Different economic and social measures of 
development. 
Limitations of economic and social 
measures. 
Links between stages of the Demographic 
Transition Model and the level. 
Causes of uneven development. 
Consequences of uneven development. 
Overview of the strategies used to reduce 
the development gap 

Use of GIS/web to show change 
over time e.g. 

Unicef urban population map 

Worldmapper website 

Interactive 3D maps can be found at 
McKinsey & Company website 
 
Teach processes and terminology, 
producing a table with terms 
relevant to each continent and why. 

Use documentary/film footage to 
convey 'sense of place' which 
provides important link to new A-
level content e.g. BBC Welcome to 
Lagos. 
Use of Guardian data blog for 
resources or to create a mystery 
activity "Why are the cities the 
place to be?" 
Guardian website – Cities and news 
datablog 
Fieldwork opportunity -  Salford 
Quays example of urban 
regeneration project. 
 

Build a sustainable city 
from scrap/Lego/paper, 
label it and bring in for 

show and tell. 
 

Revision for end of unit 
test. 

End of unit test 

http://www.unicef.org/sowc2012/urbanmap/
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http://www.worldmapper.org/
http://www.worldmapper.org/
http://www.worldmapper.org/
http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/urbanization/urban_world
http://www.theguardian.com/cities/cities+news/datablog
http://www.theguardian.com/cities/cities+news/datablog
http://www.theguardian.com/cities/cities+news/datablog
http://www.theguardian.com/cities/cities+news/datablog
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